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Work and Energy
Work and Energy concepts (and also 
momentum, later) provide an alternative, 
easier approach to mechanics!

• Measures a change in the condition 
of matter (change can be in velocity, 
position, mass, etc.)

ENERGY – the ability to do work

• There is no such thing as pure energy. 
Energy is the measure of a change 
(and force is the agent of the change).

• Causes transfer of energy 
(between masses) or transforms 
energy (from one type to another).

WORK – the process of energy change

• Work quantifies the amount of 
energy transferred by forces.

• The capacity for doing work (it’s like 
the “currency” for doing work.)

Simplifies Kinematics

Four identical balls are thrown 
horizontally off four different 
cliffs. In which diagram does the 
ball land with the greatest speed?
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Work and Kinetic Energy

• force on an object
• displacement of an object

Work depends on three things:

• angle between force & displacement 
(force must cause the displacement)

W = Fd cosθ

• work is a scalar quantity, but can be 
negative if it causes energy “loss”

Units for work and energy 
1 joule = 1 newton ×1 meter = 1 N ⋅m

positive work: 0˚≤ θ < 90˚
negative work: 90˚< θ ≤ 180˚
zero work: θ = 90˚

• any “loss” of energy is really just a 
“gain” somewhere else (usually 
sound, thermal energy)

• depends on the motion of objects (like 
a car or baseball) moving linearly

Kinetic energy: matter in motion
KE = 1

2 mv
2

mass 
(kg)

velocity 
(m/s)

in joules
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Potential Energy

Gravitational Potential Energy -
depends on the position of 
mass in a gravitational field

Potential energy is the energy of position of matter

Elastic Potential Energy -
depends on the position of 
mass on an atomic scale

GPE = mgh

g field 
(N/kg)

mass 
(kg)

height 
(m)

in joules

EPE = 1
2 kx

2

spring 
constant 

(N/m)
position 

(m)
in joules
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Reference Level and Energy ID

Kinetic energy depends on reference frame. A person at rest in a seat might 
be thought to have zero KE, but what if the seat is on a jet airplane?!

Energies are relative since velocity and position are relative.

Gravitational potential energy depends on measured position. A bowling ball on 
the ground could have zero GPE, but what if the ground is the edge of a cliff?!

GPE
GPE & KE

KE

GPE

GPE & KE

GPE

GPE

GPE & KE

EPE

EPE, GPE & KE

Usually GPE = 0 at lowest point for a mass, and EPE = 0 for a “relaxed” spring.

PHET animation with reference level
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Definition of Power
Power is the rate at which work is done (or energy is changed)

Rock climbers do a lot 
of work at a slow rate; 

their power is small

P =
W
t

a scalar quantity with 
metric (SI) units:

1 watt = 1 joule
1 second

= 1 J
s

P = W
t
= Fd cosθ

t
= Fv

hyper physics page

746 watt (W) = 1 horsepower (hp)
metric British

Power can also be 
expressed in terms  
of force and velocity
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Energy Bar Charts
Energy Bar Charts 
show forms of energy 
and changes of energy 
during the motion. 
Often the mechanical 
energy (TME) is 
constant if there is no 
loss. If there is loss, 
energy is still conserved 
but ME is lost.
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work + KEi + PEi = KEf + PEf + loss

Non-conservative forces (friction, 
applied, normal, tension) change 
the mechanical energy, but total 
energy remains constant.

Law of Conservation of Energy

result of 
friction result of applied or 

normal or tension
result of gravity or 

spring force 

Conservative forces (gravity, springs,) 
keep mechanical energy constant.

KEi + PEi = KEf + PEf

Conservative forces acting on a mass 
(or system) cause potential and kinetic 
energies changes, but the total 
mechanical energy does not change. 

ME = KE + PE
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Conservation of Energy Example Problems
CP1#2: An engineer is 
trying to determine the 
height from which she 
needs to release a 61 kg 
wrecking ball such that 
the wrecking ball will be 
traveling 12.8 m/s when it 
strikes the building at the 
position shown. Neglect 
drag. Calculate the 
mechanical energy of the 
wrecking ball and the 
height above the ground 
the ball is released.

ME = KEf +GPEf = 1
2mv f

2 +mghf
KEf +GPEf = 1

2 (61)12.82 + 61(9.81)(4)

KEf +GPEf = 7391 J

CP2#3: A 65 kg bicyclist (including the bicycle), initially 
at rest at the top of a hill, coasts down the hill, 
reaching a speed of 14.2 m/s at the bottom of the hill. 
The distance and height of the hill are shown. Neglect 
any friction impeding the motion and the rotational 
energy of the wheels. Calculate the initial GPE, the 
final KE and the “loss” of mechanical energy.

KEi +GPEi = 7391 J
1
2 (61)02 + 61(9.81)hi = 7391 J ⇒ hi = 12.4 m

GPE

GPE & KE

GPE

KE & loss

GPEi = mghi = 65(9.81)(16) = 10202 J

KEf = 1
2mv f

2 = 1
2 (65)14.22 = 6553 J

GPEi = KEf + loss = KEf + drag × distance

drag =
GPEi − KEf

distance
= 10202− 6553

75
= 48.7 N
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Conservation of Energy Example Problems
CP3#2: A 81 kg teacher hikes up a mountain! 
During his hike he experiences a 6N drag 
(neglect other friction). Calculate the teacher’s 
GPE at the top of the mountain, the work done, 
and the calories burned if he is 21% efficient.

GPE = mgh = 81(9.81)(810) = 643634 J

work = GPE + loss

Power#3: A 60 kg bicyclist (including the 
bicycle) is pedaling right with a constant 
speed of 7 m/s despite experiencing a 60N 
drag. How much force and power is the 
bicyclist generating through her pedaling?

= 643634+ 6(6700) = 683834

efficiency = energy out
energy in

GPEi = KEf ⇒ mgh = 1
2mv

2 ⇒ v f = 2gh

21% = 0.21= 683834
energy in

energy in = 683834 J
0.21

× 1 Calories
4184 J

= 778 Cal

P =W
t
= Fv = 60 N(7 m/s) = 420 watts

Fnet = 0 ⇒ A− D = 0⇒ A = 60 N

Challenge#1: A cart of mass m is released at the top 
of a ramp of distance d and height h as shown. 
Neglect backwards friction and drag. Calculate the 
final speed (vf) in each of the following cases.
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